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Bystronic and Lenhardt, brands names so long synonymous with automotive
and architectural glass, have decided on a single corporate identity and a

mono-brand production range for these sectors. 
The decision was taken to maximize impact by launching the re-imaging

operation at the 2002 edition of glasstec in Germany. At the fair, Bystronic
opened its stand doors and extended a warm welcome to old and new

customers, who were met with a new logo, new company literature and new
machine livery, all enforcing new outlook and organization. 

Dermot Heaney
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The Bystronic stand
at the recent 
glasstec fair
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enhance the impact of the new identity. 
To the right and the left, the machines with-

in their new market segment contexts were
ranged, while the middle of the stand was
dedicated to communication and contacts,
with interactive terminals where customers
could access information about the product
range. The centrepiece of the communication
zone was an easy-access multimedia booth
providing a presentation of the new brand
concept. The whole stand was easily accessed
and the walk-round, walk-through design
strongly emphasised the underlying desire to
meet and welcome visitors.

THE NEW MARKET 
SEGMENT IDENTITIES

The focus at glasstec was on both of 
Bystronic’s business units – the automotive
glass sector and the architectural glass sector. 

There are four market segments. Automotive
glass now comes under the b’champ market
segment. Within the architectural sector, the
product range has been sub-divided into three
market segments. The first goes under the head-
ing of b’ first and groups together all customer-
specific solutions in innovative technology.
Nischwitz described this range as ‘system solu-
tions, with high flexibility and functionality,
combined with the most advanced technology
on the market. This is where the flagshipTPS IG
production line will be positioned, under the label
first’TPS. The next market segment is b’fast. Here
the emphasis is on highly productive manufac-
turing lines featuring fully automatic process-
es with approximate outputs of a minimum of
1,200 units per shift. The third market segment,
b’smart, is a new one, focussed on target groups,
such as window manufacturers who want to
start up production of insulating glass. The
company claims that the distinguishing feature
of this products range is excellent value for
money in terms of the price performance ratio. 

AUTOMOTIVE GLASS 
Over recent years, the automotive sector

had been developed by Bystronic alone and
the brand is market leader in pre-processing equip-
ment – cutting, grinding, and drilling of auto-
motive glass. This now comes under the b’champ
market segment, dedicated to modular system
solutions for high-quality automotive glass

rom January 2002, Bystronic-Lenhardt
began organizational changes at manage-
ment level. This saw the unification of pro-

duct development, sales and marketing depart-
ments of Bystronic Switzerland and Lenhardt
Germany, marking an important departure
from the two-brand strategy hitherto adopted
by the group. 

Head of advertising and marketing for the
Bystronic glass division, Peter Nischwitz,
talked to Glass-Technology Internationalabout
the thinking behind the decision to present a
united front to customers. The advantages of
the new focus, the company is sure, should be
immediately apparent, with one Sales Manager
and one Project Manager dealing with the fin-
ished solution from glass cutting to the com-
plete IG unit.

MONO-BRAND STRATEGY
Those familiar with the group will know that,

formerly, there were two brands: the sheet
metal division of Bystronic, with production
of laser cutting tables and water jet cutting tables;
the glass division, with Bystronic cutting
machinery and Lenhardt IG manufacturing
equipment. As from glasstec 2002, held in
Dusseldorf, Germany, the focus is on a mono-
brand strategy. Both companies have retained
their original identity, but with a new marketing
and communications pitch aimed at enhancing
the group’s identity as a systems supplier of total
and innovative solutions. In a move away
from the two-brand strategy Bystronic now
becomes the head brand while the presence and
contribution of Lenhardt technology is con-
sistently acknowledged and credited. 

FACE TO FACE  
Glasstec was chosen as the venue for intro-

ducing the new corporate and brand identity,
because it proved the ideal venue for meeting
customers and informing them about exactly
what the re-imaging process involves. 

Nischwitz confirmed that the beauty of
using a major event for re-imaging was that it
was possible to directly impact a large num-
ber of major customers and to avoid the kind
of confusion that might possibly arise with a
gradual change of image.This was, so to speak,
the first step in a learning process for cus-
tomers. The whole stand was conceived to
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grinding machine is
described as a vibra-
tion-free unit that
guarantees exact
grinding and high
precision edges. 

I n d i v i d u a l l y
controlled transfer
systems transport

ground sheets. Precision drilling is provided by
the CN-controlled drilling machine. Several
holes of different diameters can be drilled
simultaneously. Pre-programmed macros ensure
the most suitable selection of drilling sequences.
The company points out that these machines 
can also be also integrated in other lines con-
structed by other manufacturers.

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
Naturally, the company was also anxious to

unveil products within the new organizational
framework for architectural glass. The first of
these is the b’smart market segment, meant to
consolidate Bystronic’s position as a supplier

of tailor-made complete solutions that integrate
cutting to size and insulating glass production. 

The first innovation unveiled in this frame-
work was the smart’cut– a universal tilting table
for shapes, which can cut up to 600 glass
blanks per shift. The company claims that
the table cuts blanks from 2 to 19 millimetre-
thick glass very economically and that its
cutting edge technology and user-friendly
operation and programming deliver a wide va-
riety of shapes. High functionality features
include easy manual loading by tilt table or free-
fall rack; cutting plan input via keyboard,
floppy disk or network. Simple programming
is available thanks to an extensive standard
shape catalogue, reduced cutting times with
software-optimized cutting sequence, opti-
mum cut and edge quality with tight radii
thanks to intelligent cutting force regulation.

manufacture. As one obviously expects with an
entity such as Bystronic, change and market deve-
lopment is not only skin deep, and there were
already innovations on view within the new
segment picture frame. The innovation in the auto-
motive glass segment is the champ’compact, fea-
turing a new cutting, grinding and drilling
machine for the fully automatic production of
auto sidelites, notably, those of the Peugot 607. 

This line features a CN-controlled cutting and
breaking machine for the reliable and precise pro-
duction of complex shapes. Scoring speed is auto-
matically adapted to glass contour and lasting
repeatability is guaranteed by the construction
of the machine itself. The CNC polar coordinate

Yield: >98%
Cycle times:

- sidlelites: approx. 18-25 sec
- windshields: approx. 20-30 sec
- backlites: approx. 20-25 sec

cpk: 1.67/± 0.1 mm
Max. glass dimensions : 1,500 mm x 2,800 mm

Min. glass dimensions : 240 x 240 mm
Glass thickness: 1.5-6.0 mm

Min. internal radius : 30 mm

Min.external radius: 0.1mm
Grinding diameter: 100-2800 mm

Drill diameter: 3-40 mm

TECHNICAL DATA: CHAMP’ COMPACT

Champ’
Compact
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Additional features are the tilt drive that replaces
the traditional hydraulic system and reduces main-
tenance, the integrated air cushion and break-
ing bar, which ensures clean and easy manual
breaking, and the automatic cutting plan mir-
roring, which allows the glass to be turned for
laminated glass blanks. 

This is flanked by the smart’ compact, an IG
line, with a manual sealing area rather than an
automatic one, conceived for operators with
an average output of up to 300 units per shift.
Nischwitz stressed that this allows fledgling pro-

ducers to access innovative
Bystronic technology and quality
at a highly attractive price. The
company claims this line com-
bines high-quality and low-main-
tenance technologies and com-
ponents, as well as easy ope-
rations, ultimately making for a
compact solution that provides a
rapid return on investment. Here,
too, the accent is on simplicity
of operation and ease of mainte-
nance. The glass plate washing
machine provides continuous clean-

ing and drying of different glass thicknesses, from
3 to 15 millimetres, while processing dimensions
range from 190 x 350 millimetres up to a max-
imum working height of 2,300 millimetres.
The combined inspection and frame position-
ing station mounts integrated fluorescent tubes
for fast and easy visual control of plates and can
be used for tempered and laminated glass.
Among its many features, it includes a roller sup-
port wall. The next stage is the assembly and press
robot for automatic congruent and synchro-
nous pressing of insulating glass units. This

is followed by processing
of different glass plate
dimensions and spacer
widths in any required
sequence for insulating
glass thicknesses up to 50
millimetres and process-
ing dimensions ranging
from 190 x 350 millimetres
up to 2,300 x 2,500 mil-
limetres, using one-step
pressing, and up to 2,300 x
3,500 millimetres using
two-step pressing. The final
element in the line is the sta-
tion for manual sealing of
IG units, a 2-component
dosing and mixing system

Maximum glass size: 2,750 x 3,650 mm 3,300 x 6,100 mm

Glass thicknesses: 2-19 mm

Table height: 930±20 mm

External dimensions: 3,080 x 4,930 mm 3,650 x 7,400 mm

Space with laser barrier required: 5.10 x 7.00 m 5.70 x 10.70 m 

Weight: 2,400 Kg 4,200 Kg

Voltage supply: 3 x 400/480 V 50/60 Hz

Fuse: 25A (T) 30A (T)

Compressed air/consumption: 6 bar –5Nm3 (S.T.P.)/h

TECHNICAL DATA: SMART’ CUT M VS. SMART’CUT L

SMART’CUT M SMART’CUT L

Smart’cut
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with a 2,300 millimetre-long swivel arm,
including pot life control and 200-litre drum
pump for component A, and 20-litre drum
pump for component B. The market segement
b’first is where we find the TPS and three
related innovations. The first is Visionmaster,
a fully automated vision inspection station
for identification of defective glass plates. 

All defects are displayed on a separate mon-
itor so that operatives can easily identify the
mistake and remedy the fault. 

The company stresses that the system dis-
plays faults over the entire surface of the
glass, including fingerprints, dirt, scratches and
inclusions; it also claims that it is suitable
for all popular types of glass. 

The second innovation integrated into the TPS
line is the Muntinmaster, an automatic muntin
bar positioning station. 

This product is the result of customer
enquiries about the synergy of muntin bars
and the TPS insulating glass units. 

The initial solution came two years ago
with the manual muntin bar positioning station.

The latest answer is the automatic version,
which means the operator now only has
to load the muntin bar in the station, while posi-

tioning, fitting and adjustment operations 
are handled automatically.  This station features
the automatic attachment of the connecting end
pieces in the thermoplastic spacer (11 variants
with up to three vertical muntins), and auto-
matic adjustment of the gripper elements. 

The company claims that i t  is easily
adaptable for different muntin bar types
and is optimized for pre-manufactured muntin
bars with adjustable connecting end pieces.

Operator guidance is provided by means
of a touch screen. 

The third innovation for the TPS line, is the
hot-melt sealer, sealing robot. 

Technologically speaking, the robot does
not differ substantially from the previous
models, but it is the first time that Bystronic
has produced a sealing robot with hot-melt
material and TPS.

According to Nischwitz, the assembling
and gas filling robot also features
significant refinements which are
the fruit of the company’s imple-
mentation of the latest gas-filling
technology that further enhances
gas-filling efficiency and cuts cycle
times. It features continuous and ful-
ly automatic sealing of rectangu-
lar and shaped formats of different
dimensions with 1-component hot-
melt material or reactive warm-
melt material. 

The company stresses the robot
provides exact, all-round sealing,
even for irregular sealing depths,
and that homogeneously sealed
corners are ensured thanks to the
precision of sealant injection. The
operating temperature is approxi-
mately 80-180°C.■

Processable dimensions 

Min.: 600 x 250 mm
Max.: 1,500 x 700 mm
(at asymmetrical muntin bar assignment) 2,000 x 700 mm

Horizontal muntin bar distance (centre/centre): min. 138 mm
Vertical muntin bar distance (centre/centre): min. 138 mm

TECHNICAL DATA: MUNTINMASTER
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